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Introduction
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• Medial open-wedge High tibial osteotomy (MOWHTO)

: established procedure for early medial OA in relatively active patients.

• Although several techniques for preoperative correction planning to obtain accurate

alignment, unexpected correction errors remain unresolved.

• The factors associated with coronal correction errors in MOWHTO are still unclear.

• Soft tissue laxity recognized as a crucial factor affecting correction error.

• Medial joint laxity

: represents the changes in joint line convergence angle (JLCA), affects soft tissue correction.



Purpose
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• (1) Quantify medial laxity and develop a preoperative planning method that

considers medial laxity

• (2) Develop an equation to reduce coronal correction error in terms of

preoperative medial soft tissue laxity.

* Hypothesis

: conventional Miniaci preoperative planning method has a risk of overcorrection for 

MOWHTO as compared with a method for medial soft tissue laxity reduction planning.



Methods
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* Study design / Subject

- 117 patients (139 knees)

- Conventional Miniachi (47 knees), Latent medial laxity reduction (92 knees)

* Surgical procedure

- Targeted postoperative mechanical axis (MA) was 3° valgus

- Biplane MOWHTO was done

- acceptable correction : valgus range of 1.5 to 4.5°

- overcorrection: > valgus 4.5°

- undercorrection: < valgus 1.5°



Methods
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* Preoperative planning (Miniachi & Latent medial laxity reduction (LMLR) method)



Results
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* Demographics & post OP mechanical axis

•  The Miniaci method showed a higher incidence of overcorrection

than the LMLR method at postoperative 6 months (P = .0006)



Results
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- Multiple linear regression with a stepwise selection model revealed a high correlation coefficient

: Adjusted planned correction angle = 0.596 + 0.891 x Target correction angle – 0.255 x ∆ JLCAvalgus

- Upon simplification equation showed the highest inter-method ICC value (0.991)

: Target correction angle – 1/3∆JLCAvalgus

while the Miniaci method showed a relatively low ICC value of 0.87



Discussions
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• Miniaci method has a tendency for coronal overcorrection, especially for those with

high-grade latent medial laxity (∆JLCAvalgus >5.5°).

• Preoperative correction planning that considers latent medial laxity should be used. 

• JLCA could be changed by shifting the weight-bearing axis from medial to lateral and

by stretching the medial soft tissue.

• large change in JLCA from before and after MOWHTO may suggest alignment overcorrection.

Ogawa et al. AOTS. 2016

Lee DH et al. KSSTA. 2016



Discussions
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• Preoperative valgus stress can mimic the postoperative valgization status of the proximal tibia.

• Consensus on the effect of medial laxity and varus angular deformity on overcorrection,

but the relevance of latent lateral laxity is still controversial.

• Although there is no clear study on the quantifying effect of medial laxity,

- 1° of valgus overcorrection was related to every 2.5° of JLCA.

- 1.3° is almost equal to a mean JLCA change of 1.2°.

• Considering these values, we developed a simple formula of subtracting 

one-half or one-third of the JLCA from the TCA.

Kim SH, Knee, 2017

Park JG, KSSTA, 2020

Lee DK et al. KSSTA. 2020



Conclusions
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• The conventional Miniaci method has the risk of coronal overcorrection after

MOWHTO.

• An equation that considers medial laxity can facilitate a preoperative plan

for optimal correction during MOWPTO.
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